
 

Futur en Seine: follow the robot! 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
Paris, France – June 2011 – France’s most innovative projects will be showcased during the second edition of the Futur en 
Seine festival. From June 23 to 26, the Gostai Jazz robot will enable visitors to take part in the event by controlling the 
robot remotely so they can enjoy the “Innovation Village” at the 104 in Paris. Follow the robot! 
 
The main purpose of Futur en Seine is to show technological projects in an entertaining environment to make digital 
creativity fun for the general public. The event takes place from June 17 to 26, 2011 in many places in the Paris region. 
The festival is organized by Cap Digital, the biggest French cluster for digital content. The Region Ile-de-France is also a 
contributor to Futur en Seine.  
 
Jazz is a robot made for mobile telepresence. It is 1-meter tall, is equipped with a video camera and uses Wifi to connect 
to the Internet. The user connects to the robot through a user-friendly interface available on any web browser. They can 

then visit a remote place and interact with the robot’s surroundings. The Gostai Jazz robot was selected 
among many other technological projects by the Cap Digital team to let people visit Futur en Seine from 
home. Paris is only one click away! 
 

Through the interface, the user can control the robot and see the video rendering in real-time. What’s more, 
the robot is fitted with a microphone and loudspeakers so visitors can naturally talk in the remote 
environment as well as hear.  
During Futur en Seine, Gostai decided to make Jazz available for people who cannot attend the event: go 
to http://www.futur-en-seine.org and click the “Virtual visit of the Innovation Village” banner. You can 
then control the robot and remote visit the “Innovation village” at the 104, the exhibition’s main site. You 
can also do so by going to http://fens.gostainet.com/ 
 
Futur en Seine is the place to get a glimpse of the future in Paris. With Jazz, you can now take part in the 
event from home and save on travel costs. You get the image and Jazz even makes moving around 
possible; with the robot’s microphone and the loudspeakers, you can even communicate with the 
people you remotely meet. Jazz is much more than a regular virtual guide: it’s a brand new way to visit 
a cultural place in an interactive way!  

 

About Gostai 
Gostai is a robot manufacturer and an editor of innovative software for robotics & Artificial 
Intelligence. The Jazz robots line is Gostai’s flagship, with business applications in mobile 
telepresence and telesurveillance. Jazz integrates Gostai’s innovative software, which includes the 
Urbi open source operating system for robotics, as well as Gostai Suite, a suite of graphical 
programming tools for robotics and complex system, and the GostaiNet cloud computing 
architecture for robotics.  
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